An open letter to any business owner, CEO, manager, or entrepreneur who has trouble
getting to sleep or STAYING asleep at night...

If You Have Trouble Falling Asleep or Staying Asleep
Because of Busy Thoughts or “To Do's” Racing Through
Your Mind... Here's the Fastest and Easiest Way any
Business Professional Can Get a Good Night’s Sleep...
Each and Every Night... Guaranteed!
Breakthrough discovery in sleep science helps you fall asleep faster and stay asleep
longer... so you wake up alert, energized, and refreshed– ready to tackle the work day.
Right below, you'll learn the fast, safe, natural way to calm your mind, quiet those
racing thoughts, and get the deep, restful sleep you need... so you wake up productive
the next day and accomplish more at work...
Dear business pro,
Do you have trouble getting to sleep at night?
Can you get to sleep... but have trouble STAYING asleep through the night?
Do you often find yourself tossing and turning when trying to get to sleep? Or waking up in the
middle of the night... unable to get back to bed?
Do you feel run down and exhausted at the end of the day... but when your head hits the
pillow... your mind starts racing and keeps you awake?
And because you can't get a good night sleep... you're tired and just can't seem to focus or
think straight the next day?
If you can answer “Yes” to any or all of those... keep reading to learn how any business
owner, professional, or entrepreneur can get restful, relaxing sleep each night...guaranteed.
I can tell you from personal experience... when you get a good night of sleep, night after
night... you'll wake up rested, energized, and refreshed. You're more alert and focused at
work... ready to tackle the day.
You'll see your productivity skyrocket, you'll get more done....

And Your Business Will Be More Successful
The truth is, too many business owners and entrepreneurs THINK the key to success is
working longer hours than the competition.... burning the candle at both ends.

But the fact is... not getting enough sleep can burn you out and KILL your productivity.
Let’s face it, no one feels good after endless nights of tossing, turning or staring at the ceiling.
Come afternoon... you're so tired, you can barely stay awake. As a result, decisions can't be
made as clearly and your business suffers from it.

This Has Been Proven in Studies!
"If you regularly get less than 7 hours of sleep, you're not at your best," says Thomas Balkin,
PhD, director of behavioral biology at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research.
Sean Drummond, Director of Behavioral Sleep Medicine in the V.A. says "You're not as
productive when you lack sleep. It reduces your attention and affects your ability to
concentrate.”
In another study... University researchers asked people to solve math problems both with and
without adequate sleep. The trial showed that those who could answer questions correctly
after eight hours of sleep couldn't answer them correctly after only six hours of sleep.
That's right, if you don't get PLENTY of deep, restoring, healing sleep... you wake up LESS
refreshed, LESS energetic, and you'll feel less productive.

Good Sleep is Essential for your Business Success!
There's no doubt, when you're a business owner, professional, or entrepreneur... getting
enough sleep can be the one thing that decides how well you do at work.
Forbes, a magazine associated with financial success, did a study in which they found sleep
loss to be one of the big killers of productivity and success at work.
So why do many business owners, CEOs, and entrepreneurs fail to get the sleep they need?
The problem is... being a business owner, manager, or CEO means your mind is constantly
racing with a million thoughts going on.
Sure, you may TRY to lay down at night at a reasonable time... but the minute your head hits
the pillow... your mind starts racing and your thoughts keep you from falling asleep.
You have so much on your plate... getting to sleep is a challenge, night after night. Not only
that, but STAYING asleep as well.
But do that too many nights and your performance at work IS going to suffer. You can't
charge your batteries so you won't be as sharp, your productivity goes down, and your
business suffers.

What if You Dozed off When Your Head hits the Pillow?

What if there was an all natural proven-effective way to calm the “racing thoughts” and
“worried mind” that keeps you up at night?
What if you could eliminate tossing and turning and get the most restful sleep you’ve had?
Think of how much better you’d feel when you wake up rested each morning.
Well, the good news is... I can show you how I've been able to do that for myself and other
business owners, CEO's, entrepreneurs, and anyone who needs to be “on their game”.
I'm going to show you what can be your secret weapon... your unfair advantage and
competitive edge when it comes to getting ahead in business.

Want to be the Most Productive Possible?
Hi, my name is Remington and I've been an entrepreneur for most of my adult life.
The problem is, a few years ago... my work nights started getting longer and longer... often
stretching past 10pm at night. And when I tried going to bed after a long day of work... my
mind would race thinking of all the things I needed to do tomorrow.
Emails to return, clients to call, meetings to attend. I couldn't shut my mind off. I'd toss
and turn and look at the clock. Midnight... 1am.... 2am... and I'd still be wide awake.
Because I wasn't able to fall asleep... the anxiety would heighten... KNOWING I wouldn't feel
as sharp in the morning.
When I finally DID get to sleep, I'd get up several times during the night. And when I woke up
from what little sleep I had, I'd feel tired and groggy.
At work, I couldn't think straight, wasn't as sharp as normal, couldn't make decisions as fast,
and my productivity was reduced.

Not Getting Enough Sleep Was Burning Me Out!
Since I was having trouble getting and staying asleep... I went to the doctors to see if there
was something they could do.
After being told to take it easy because I was overworked and overstressed... the doctor gave
me a prescription for sleeping pills.
I didn't really want to take a sleep drug, but at this point I was willing to try anything because I
wasn't getting the sleep I needed and it was starting to hurt my work performance.
But honestly, sleeping pills did more harm than good. I felt like a zombie the next day. It
defeated the purpose of sleeping in the first place.
After all, the lack of sleep made me feel tired and very lethargic after a few days.

But that's exactly what sleeping pills did. I felt sluggish, groggy, and hung over. It would be
afternoon by the time I felt awake and alert enough to work.
So, it didn't take long for me to realize that I couldn't keep using these sleeping pills that put
me in a “brain fog”

There's Got to be a Better Way...
I decided to take matters into my own hands and spent weeks reviewing the latest natural
sleep research and alternative sleep therapies.
And sure enough, after a ton of study and research... I learned there were natural herbs,
botanicals, and nutrients that could make it easier to fall asleep and stay asleep.
In fact, I discovered a handful of nutrients that helped calm my nerves and stop the thoughts
racing through my mind... helping me gently drift off to sleep each night.
More importantly... I'd stay asleep so I woke feeling refreshed, energized, and relaxed... like I
finally had a good night of sleep.
I'd feel more alert, focused, and productive unlike in the past when sleeping pills made me
feel groggy and hung over when I woke up.
These natural sleep breakthroughs help your mind to relax and stop racing... so you drift off to
a deep, peaceful slumber without tossing, turning, or waking repeatedly.
They worked so well for me, I soon realized just how many other overworked, overstressed
CEOs, managers, business owners, and entrepreneurs could benefit from them.
But instead of telling people to buy the ingredients separately like I was doing, I decided to
make it so much easier and more cost-effective.
I put together a single formula that contained all of these natural sleep aids in the proper
amounts based on my research.

Introducing Synthasleep... the First and ONLY Sleep Aid
Guaranteed to Help Busy, Overwhelmed Business People
Get to Sleep Faster and Stay Asleep Longer!
Synthasleep is a 100% all natural proven-effective sleep supplement made with safe
scientifically backed ingredients like Melatonin, Valerian Root, and other natural sleep aids
which help your mind relax and fall to sleep and stay asleep... without pills or medications.
This new sleep breakthrough contains a precise blend of proven herbs and botanicals known
for reducing stress, worry, and anxiety... helping you calm your thoughts that can keep you up.

This Calm, Peace of Mind Gets you Ready for Sleep
Snythasleep can put you at ease, so you gently drift off to sleep. It keeps you deep in slumber
so you wake up feeling refreshed, alert, and energetic.
This works especially well for business owners, CEO’s, managers, or entrepreneurs who
often lay awake at night... thinking or worrying about things that need to get done at the office.
With Synthasleep... your head will hit the pillow and you'll naturally drift off to dreamland.
Because of this deep, restful sleep... you wake up feeling refreshed, energized, focused and
productive.
Synthasleep is made using safe, all-natural, scientifically backed ingredients that are nonaddictive and non-habit forming... unlike harsh prescription medications and addictive
sleeping pills. This means you can stop taking it at any time and not experience dependency.
I feel I've created the most proven-effective sleep formula that any business professional can
use to make sleepless nights a thing of the past.

Helps you Fall Asleep and Stay Asleep Naturally
I found a ton of research studies on how well these specific ingredients work together in a
synergistic fashion to restore your body’s ability to get to sleep and STAY asleep.
In fact, the combination of the natural ingredients in Synthasleep will calm your overactive
mind and help you drift off to sleep and STAY asleep so you can enjoy quality, healing sleep.
I can speak from experience... it's nearly impossible to fall asleep when your mind is racing a
thousands miles an hour.
The all natural ingredients in Synthasleep help eliminate “brain race” that can make falling
asleep difficult. Because they help “shut off” your mind... you can calmly drift into a deep,
relaxing sleep so you wake up feeling productive, energized and refreshed.
I also made sure to include natural, proven-effective ingredients that help you STAY asleep.
No more lying awake in bed, staring at the ceiling with your mind racing. No more tossing and
turning, waking up several times in the middle of the night, unable to fall back asleep.

Get a Longer, Deeper, More Peaceful and Restful Sleep...
Synthasleep is safe to use and works FAST. Within minutes, the natural sleep nutrients work
together to trigger your body’s own natural sleep cycle... encouraging healthy sleep naturally.
The combined natural ingredients make sure you can fall asleep fast, STAY asleep all night,
and wake up feeling refreshed and energized every single night from now on.

It's the all natural performance enhancer at work. Not only that, but since its 100% all
natural... you'll get deep, restful sleep so you can wake up feeling completely rejuvenated,
energized, and refreshed WITHOUT the groggy, hung over feeling you get from sleeping pills.

No Harmful Side Effects like Prescription Sleeping Drugs
If you're like many people who get tired of sleep troubles, you turn to harsh, man-made overthe-counter sleeping aids or prescription sleeping pills.
But those are not only habit-forming and harsh on your organs, they don't work with your
body's natural sleep cycles.
Sure they can FORCE your body to sleep... but you feel “hung over” the next day... with
mental brain fog and grogginess that prevents you from being as productive as you want.
You either feel wiped out and exhausted from not sleeping, or you feel “hung over” from
sleeping pills. Either way, you need a ton of coffee to wake up. Well, too much coffee can
cause even more sleeping problems. It can be NO-WIN!

NEVER Have a Sleeping Pill Hangover Again!
Forget waking up groggy or sluggish... like you haven't slept at all.
You’ll feel refreshed, energized, and productive after a night using Synthasleep.
This powerful blend of lemon balm leaf, chamomile, passionflower and other relaxing herbs
can help your mind stop racing. You'll be calm and relaxed... able to drift off to sleep quickly.
This blend of natural ingredients helped me enjoy the best sleep I've had. I'm no longer
tossing and turning each night... staring at the alarm clock. I'm no longer getting up every
hour or two. My mind no longer races with thoughts of what I have to do the next day.
I was finally able to gently fall asleep and stay asleep all night. I’d wake up refreshed and full
of energy, ready to take on the day at peak performance.

I Knew this Could Help a lot of Business People
But I didn’t want them to have to track down all the ingredients I found that worked.
I didn't want them trying to figure out how to measure the right dose for each ingredient.
Buying all the different ingredients separately would also be too expensive for most people.
That's why I knew the answer was buying them in large quantities separately and putting
them in the precise ratios and amounts that would help you get to sleep and STAY asleep.
And then, I'd make sure the price was affordable enough so that any business person could
use it to help them sleep. Even at $1.33 per serving... that's less than a cup of coffee.

Once you feel how relaxed you are at night instead of your mind racing... once you find out
how fast it helps you drift to sleep... once you find out how productive you feel the next day...
investing $1.33 makes more sense than spending $4 on gourmet coffee.
I perfected this proven-effective formula so each ingredient had the precise dose so you get
the most effectiveness from each. Then I paid a lot of money to have it manufactured in a
state of the art production facility.
Let me explain how this all natural formula works to help quickly, easily, and effectively deliver
the best sleep you’ve had in years.

Here are the 100% All Natural Ingredients in Synthasleep...
1 mg melatonin- Melatonin is a natural hormone your body releases at night for triggering
sleep. Without it, you wouldn’t be able to fall asleep.
I learned that melatonin supports restful sleep by actually resetting your body's internal clock.
You see, your body operates on a natural sleep clock. And under normal circumstances, your
body releases melatonin at the end of the day when you’re ready for bed.
But when you don’t have enough melatonin... your daytime hormones release early… waking
you up suddenly and for no reason. When that happens, falling back to sleep is impossible.
A study from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), found that small doses of
melatonin taken before bed helped people fall asleep faster with no “hangover” the next day.
The older you get, you produce less... which is why many business folks in their middle ages
end up staring at the clock and watching the hours tick by. The bottom line is... if your body
doesn’t produce the melatonin it needs, you’re not going to fall asleep or stay asleep.
But you need a small dose of melatonin to trigger the internal processes that help you sleep.
If you take too much of it, you also stop your body's natural production...

Making Melatonin Habit Forming!
Since people who have sleep trouble want so desperately to sleep... they double up on
melatonin... thinking more is better.
That's why we make sure you get JUST the right amount of melatonin in Synthasleep... so
you can enjoy the deep, restful sleep without messing up your own body's production.
I've read hundreds of clinical research studies to make sure the dose we use in Synthasleep
is remarkably effective at restoring your body's sleep cycle.
I learned that if you combine melatonin with some all natural effective sleep herbs... they
synergistically work together to relax your mind and calm racing thoughts... so you can drift off
to sleep, and STAY asleep.

In fact, in just ONE NIGHT, you'll FEEL the difference as you drift off to hours of deep,
relaxing sleep that heals your body... so you perform at peak performance the next day.

The Safest, Fastest, Most Effective Natural Sleep Aid
300mg Valerian root powder- Valerian is a plant that's used as a sedative and sleep aid. It's
thought to work by increasing the amount of GABA (gamma aminobutryic acid)
neurotransmitters... which have a calming effect.
Because of its calming effect, it's popular as a natural anxiety-medication and mild sedative
used to treat insomnia. When researchers studied Valerian, they found it helps you fall asleep
faster AND gives you better sleep quality, which makes this a powerful natural sleeping aid.
Recent reviews of the medical research literature published in 2006 in the American Journal
of Medicine concluded, "The evidence suggests that Valerian might improve sleep quality
without producing side effects."
An article in the Medical Science Monitor states "based on studies and human clinical trials...
the literature supports a role for Valerian root as useful in managing stress and anxiety."
In fact, taking melatonin and Valerian together is one of the most powerful natural
sleeping aids you can find to stop the nights you’re tossing and turning.
Valerian contains 150 compounds that can help calm your nerves. Valerian is one of the
oldest natural sleep aids you can find... used since the 1800s to help people get sound sleep.
In one natural sleep study, volunteers given 400 mg of Valerian before bed experienced
better sleep quality, than those taking the placebo. Another study, using the same dose,
suggests that Valerian also helps you fall asleep faster when compared to a placebo.
50 mg hops flower powder - Ever notice how beer makes you feel more relaxed and
sleepy? That's because it's made with an herb called hops.
Sure... the alcohol in beer acts as a depressant, but that's not a natural sleep aid. Hops are.
The leaves of hops contain chemicals that have a mild sedative effect which help you fall
asleep by soothing your body and releasing tension that can keep you awake.
This has been confirmed by a study published in Phytomedicine, 2006 where it has been
reported that hops increased the ketamine-induced sleep.
In fact, hops have been used as a mild sleep aid and treatment for anxiety, insomnia and
other sleep disorders for hundreds of years. Germany has approved the use of hops to
promote restful sleep. Using Synthasleep will calm and relax you in a way that's described as
feeling like you've had a beer -- but without the hangover.

Naturally Unwind Like You're Enjoying a Beer

50 mg chamomile powder - Chamomile has been used for centuries as a mild, relaxing
sleep aid and is the main ingredient in many popular night time Herbal Teas.
It relaxes your body and helps you enter a relaxing, peaceful sleep. It helps you drift off to
sleep by stopping your racing thoughts, worry and stress that keeps you awake.
Know how your mind races when you lay down in bed and can't sleep? Chamomile can help
relax your mind and calm those racing thoughts...helping you to drift asleep and stay asleep.
Extensive scientific research over the past 20 years has confirmed chamomile's specific
sedative properties.
200mg magnesium glycinate - magnesium glycinate is a mineral that calms your nervous
system and induces relaxation. According to Dr. Mark Hyman, magnesium deficiency can
cause sleep complications, including insomnia. Dr. Hyman considers magnesium as the best
relaxation mineral because it may help increase the amount of melatonin you produce.
50mg Passion flower herb powder -Passionflower has a long history of being used as a
mild sedative. Passionflower is so powerful and works so fast... hospitals around the world
use it to calm patients before surgery!
That's right, some doctors recommended it to help promote deep, restful, uninterrupted sleep,
without the next day brain fog, grogginess, or feeling “hung over”. In fact, instead of having to
deal with brain fog, passionflower can help improve concentration when you're awake.
50mg lemon balm herb powder- Lemon balm is a natural sedative used for centuries in the
Far East... well known for relaxing the nervous system to help you drift off to sleep and STAY
asleep. Lemon balm leaf is known for melting away stress, worry, and anxiety, getting your
mind and body ready for a good night’s sleep! And according to research, passionflower
could help increase levels of GABA... a neurotransmitter that calms overactive brain cells.

100% All-Natural Ingredients Proven to Help You Get a
Great Night of Restful Sleep
The specific blend of natural herbs, botanicals, and nutrients in Synthasleep work together
synergistically to relax your mind and body. They're proven effective in scientific studies to
help you feel good so you can gently drift off to sleep the minute your head hits the pillow.
It's formulated in an exact, precise amount that has been shown to be the most effective at
also helping you STAY asleep. This is where healing, recovering sleep takes place. That
means you wake up refreshed, energized, and feeling more productive.

Made With Natural Ingredients, So it's Non-Habit Forming
Unlike sleeping pills or prescriptions, you won't get knocked out as if you took a tranquilizer.
When you wake up, you'll feel rested, refreshed, and ready to tackle the day. And to put your

mind at ease, we only use proven-effective all natural ingredients that hundreds of clinical
studies back up. You’ll know the same night this is different than any other sleep aid you've
used because you feel the ingredients working shortly after you take it.
You'll notice your mind is calm and relaxed. The thoughts that normally race through your
mind when you go to lay down are slowly drifting away. When your mind is relaxed and the
racing thoughts gone... the rest of your body will slowly drift off to dreamland.
Once you lay down for bed and your head hits the pillow, you're on your way to a deep,
relaxing, calming and peaceful sleep so you wake up feeling refreshed, alert, and productive.

The Right Nutrients Can Calm You Down and Help You
Fall Asleep Peacefully & Stay Asleep
The bottom line is, if you find yourself tossing, turning and PRAYING you'll fall asleep...
Snythasleep can help you sleep peacefully each night and enjoy the productivity the next day.
Shortly after taking it, you feel at ease and less stressed. You'll feel a calm and feeling of well
being. You'll drift gently to sleep by relaxing your body and calming your racing mind.
Better yet, you'll also stay asleep all night... which is important for getting the deep,
healing sleep you need to recharge your body and mind.

You Wake Up Feeling Refreshed and Productive
No more lying in bed for hours... tossing, turning, and staring at the alarm clock.
You can enjoy a restful night of deep, peaceful slumber without drugging yourself with
sleeping pills.
This revolutionary sleep formula works with your body's natural sleep cycle so that by the time
you lay down for bed...your mind is no longer racing a thousands miles a minute. You're not
thinking of all the stuff you have to do tomorrow.
Instead, you feel calm and relaxed... you're feeling like you want to just easily drift off to sleep.
It really is the safest, easiest, and most affordable way to fall asleep fast and stay asleep.
The bottom line is, if you want to instantly give yourself a business edge and enhance your
performance... focus on getting plenty of sleep.
By getting a better night’s sleep... you can improve your productivity the next day at work.
That's right... getting a full and restful night’s sleep will instantly improve your work as
entrepreneur, manager, CEO, or professional.

Get to Sleep FAST and Stay Asleep So You Wake Up
Feeling Refreshed and Energized!

If you want to get a better night’s sleep, Snythasleep is the only all natural sleep aid that can
help you become calm, relaxed, and able to drift off to a long, peaceful night of sleep so you
can wake up feeling refreshed and energized.
You can think better, be more focused, and be more productive. You have the energy to tackle
more tasks, and do them better than if you weren't well rested.
And this makes ALL the difference when it comes to performing at work.
Hey, business is tough... you need every advantage and competitive edge you can get. I
promise that being well rested and alert from getting plenty of sleep is one of the fastest and
easiest ways to get ahead in business.
Instead of lying awake at night... staring at the ceiling and feeling sluggish the next day...
Snythasleep helps you relax and drift off to sleep gently... so you enjoy a deep restful sleep.
If you want to get the best sleep of your life... so you can think straight, stay on your toes and
“in the zone” so you can make the best decisions, Synthasleep is how!

Sleep Better... Starting Tonight
Harsh, man-made chemicals like over-the-counter or prescription sleeping pills do not work
with your body to synch up with your natural sleep patterns and cycles. You can fall asleep,
but it won't be the deep, REM sleep you need to get the full health benefits sleep provides.
Not only will those make you feel groggy and less productive the next morning.... they'll
actually mess up your body's natural sleep cycle... so you won't get the deep, peaceful,
uninterrupted sleep you need to recharge your batteries and feel great at work the next day.
Instead, you sleep lighter and tend to wake up more.. so you don't feel as rested in the
morning. You'll feel like you haven't slept as long as you need.
Our all natural formula contains the precise amount of botanical, herbs, and nutrients that help
your brain make the neurotransmitters that calm your racing mind and thoughts... and help
you gently drift off to a nice relaxing, deep sleep in which you STAY asleep.
If you want to feel like you've slept well, if you want to get that deep, peaceful slumber where
you STAY asleep... you need to give your body what it needs.

How Much Is a Good Night’s Sleep Worth to You?
Imagine how much better you'll perform when you're waking up each morning with the energy
you need to tackle business problems that come up.
You'll feel focused, in the zone, and as productive. You can think straight and make better
decisions. That's why Synthasleep is so effective. It contains ingredients from scientific trials
KNOWN to help put your mind at ease and help you drift off to dreamland faster and easier.

Then, the ingredients work to help you STAY asleep.

That Means you're More Productive at Work
Combining the best calming, relaxing sleep agents in all... I made sure Sythasleep formula
has researched natural sleep ingredients based on studies AND personal experience.
You don't have to guess how much of each ingredient to use, since it's formulated with the
exact, precise amounts based on research and my own personal use.
What's more, since they're all put into one precise formula, you don't have to worry about
buying 7 different bottles... which is the most expensive way to get these ingredients.
I'm able to buy them at a very cost effective way, so I can pass the savings on to you. No
hassle of buying and using different bottles of different ingredients.
With Synthasleep... one bottle contains the exact all natural ingredients that help you fall
asleep and stay asleep... in the precise doses that are based on scientific studies.
This is the most affordable, cost effective, and low hassle way to get and use these
ingredients to help you get to sleep fast and stay asleep longer.

Fall Asleep Faster and Stay Asleep all Night
You'll enjoy a feeling of well being and peace of mind as your body starts to prepare itself for a
night of relaxing, restful, and deep slumber that heals and restores your body.
You'll be able to fall asleep peacefully... without the thoughts racing through your mind. You'll
gently fall into a nice, deep sleep the moment your head hits the pillow.
This will ensure you wake up energized and you're more productive the next day, you can
think better, and you're on your toes so you can make important decisions faster and easier.
So use Synthasleep to enjoy the best night of sleep you've had in years. Wait until you see
how much more focused, alert, and energized you are after a good sleep.

Order Now to Start Enjoying Restful Sleep Again
For just $39.99 for a month's supply... you can reduce the racing mind that keeps you awake.
For $1.33, which is less than you'd spend on a cup of coffee to help you function after a night
of tossing and turning... you'll work WITH your body’s natural sleep cycle to enjoy deep sleep.
So many people are willing to spend $6 a day on 2 gourmet coffees that helps them perk up
and wake up.
But the key is, if you want to REALLY perform at peak level of productivity... invest the $1.33

or so each day in your SLEEP. When you're sleeping better and longer each night... you'll
notice your business productivity doubles, even triples.
You're getting more done in less time, you're thinking straight, able to make decisions a lot
faster and easier... you feel like you're “on” more and in the zone.
The truth is, there are very few natural alternatives to medication for sleep problems. But you
finally have one here. You shouldn't have to rely on harsh prescription drugs or man-made
chemicals like sleeping pills.
In fact, I guarantee Synthasleep will give you the most peaceful, rested and deep night of
slumber you can have night after night.

The Best Sleep of Your Life or Your Money Back!
Try Synthasleep on us. If you don't feel more relaxed before bed, stay asleep all night, wake
up feeling refreshed and have the best sleep of your life... you get your money back.
No questions asked. Synthasleep is guaranteed to help you get an amazing night of sleep.
Again put it to the test for a full 60 days and if you're not enjoying the best sleep of your life...
if you're not sleeping better, staying asleep longer, and waking up feeling refreshed and
energized... if you don't feel more calm and mellow before bed -you get your money back.
You can even return an empty bottle and we'll give you all of your money back. I wouldn't
make a guarantee like that unless I was 100% confident that this can do what I say it can do...
which is help you calmly relax and gently fall asleep and stay asleep.

Try Synthasleep Today with Absolutely NO RISK!
Don't lie awake tossing and turning one more night!
Order today and get a great night sleep every night. Melt away stress and calm your racing
mind so you can quickly and easily drift off to sleep as soon as your head hits the pillow.
Thanks to our Auto-Delivery Service, you can order and lock in today's low price forever.
When you order today, you'll quickly receive your first bottle of Synthasleep. Take it nightly for
deep, peaceful, relaxing and natural sleep. Then before your bottle runs out, we'll rush you a
fresh new bottle of Synthasleep, conveniently charging the same credit card.
Lock in the lowest monthly pricing you can get Synthasleep. You conveniently get a bottle
sent to you every 30 days, with no commitment. The best part is, as a member of his AutoDelivery Service, you never have to worry about running out, reordering or prices going up!
Plus, you can discontinue any time. Don't wait until you find yourself unable to sleep at
night, only to find out that you don't have any more Synthasleep. Our auto-delivery program
ensures you have a steady supply available when you need it.

You won't find Snythasleep in any retail stores or pharmacies. It's only available right here,
through this site. There's no other way to get this exact blend of proven-effective ingredients
except through the breakthrough Synthasleep formula.
Click the button below now so you're able to drift into a deep, natural sleep night after restful
night so you can wake up feeling energized and refreshed. The truth is, you're only as
productive as the sleep you get.
Snythasleep can be your natural secret weapon for getting ahead in business... your unfair
advantage and competitive edge that helps you get more done.
That's why Synthasleep can be your all natural work performance enhancer.
Start getting the sleep your body needs in order to be well rested and more productive at
work. Order now while it's fresh on your mind...

ORDER
To your health,
Remington Peters
P.S. Everyone has an occasional night of tossing and turning… but if the “occasional” night
happens too often... it can lead to a decrease in focus, performance, and production at work.
If that’s you, it’s time to try Synthasleep. When you find your mind racing and thoughts
keeping you up when you go to bed... Synthasleep helps you quiet that racing mind, calm the
thoughts that keep you up, and help you gently drift off to sleep a lot faster and easier.
The great news is, once you're able to fall asleep faster and easier... and stay asleep... you'll
notice a dramatic ability to think and function the next morning.
Make an investment in yourself and try it today. You have nothing to lose and long nights
of relaxing sleep to gain. For ONLY $1.33 a day, you can get a 30 day supply that gives you
plenty of time to “test drive” this natural sleep aid for busy business professionals.
If you can't get a good sleep at night, that can end now with Synthasleep. No more mind
racing mind... you'll feel calm and relaxed as you drift to sleep and stay asleep. Wake up
feeling productive, energized, and refreshed. No groggy brain fog or "hangover".
Order now and you could start enjoying the best, deepest, and most restful sleep of your life.

